Pervasive price pressure leads to purposeful policy
By Taylor Schleich, Warren Lovely & Jocelyn Paquet

Rate Statement

Eight weeks after July’s surprise full percentage point rate increase, the Bank of Canada opted for a consensus-matching 75 basis point rate hike this morning. This is the fifth rate increase in as many meetings, and officially brings the overnight target into restrictive territory (i.e., above the Bank’s estimated 2-3% neutral range). Interestingly, there was no reference of the ‘front-loading’ approach that we saw in the July decision. That said, we don’t read too much into this from a policy guidance perspective but instead see it as the Bank backing away from a poor choice of words.

As for explicit guidance for future meetings, the statement notes that “Given the outlook for inflation, the Governing Council still judges that the policy interest rate will need to rise further” (language similar to July’s statement). The statement now adds: “As the effects of tighter monetary policy work through the economy, we will be assessing how much higher interest rates need to go to return inflation to target”. So clearly rates need to continue rising, but there is a subtle nod to data dependency that suggests the pace of rate increases might be adjusted downward going forward.

When it comes to the BoC’s balance sheet, there’s again nothing new to report here. With the April decision ushering in the start of quantitative tightening, balance sheet run-off remains on autopilot, complementing increases in the policy rate.

As for the economic outlook, there are no new projections released today (those will come via an updated Monetary Policy Report in late October). That said, the statement did speak to recent developments. Notably, it conceded that all-items inflation has eased but the statement largely downplayed this, citing falling gas prices as a key driver and highlighting that there has been a further broadening of price pressures. The Bank also referenced surveys that suggest short-term inflation expectations remain high, which increases the risk that elevated inflation becomes entrenched. Meanwhile, last week’s sub-consensus growth data was “somewhat weaker than the Bank had projected” but “indicators of domestic demand were very strong” and the “Canadian economy continues to operate in excess demand”. Finally, the Bank once again downplayed the housing market slowdown, noting that the pullback is “as anticipated following unsustainable growth during the pandemic”.

There will be no press conference today, but Senior Deputy Governor Carolyn Rogers will deliver an Economic Progress Report tomorrow morning (speech text released at 11:25 AM EST and press conference at 1:00 PM EST).

Bottom Line:

While there was an especially large range of outcomes going into today’s meeting, the headline decision came out as expected. Nonetheless, we’d consider this statement to be on the hawkish end of the spectrum. The Bank poured cold water on the “pause” narrative as they made it clear that rates will need to rise further still. How much further has intentionally been left open to debate, but do we sense a bit more of a ‘data dependent’ tone (“we will be assessing how much higher interest rates need to go”). Consistent with rates now being in restrictive territory, we’d expect a downshift in the pace of policy rate increases ahead. For now, the debate is likely to be centered on 50 basis points for the next meeting (i.e., anywhere from 25 bps to 75 bps appears to be on the table compared to 50 bps to 100 bps today). Incoming data (most importantly will be two CPI reports) should have a significant influence on the late-October decision but the focus here will be core/services inflation as they’ll be looking through any relief brought on by falling gas prices. We’ll reserve final judgement on our expected path for policy until we hear from Senior Deputy Governor Rogers tomorrow but clearly, the Bank does not intend today’s hike to be its last. As they reiterated today, the BoC is “resolute” in their commitment to price stability, and they’ll do what it takes to get inflation back to 2%. For now, prices are anything but stable, which has meant decidedly purposeful policy decisions.

The Bank’s next policy meeting is scheduled for October 26th and will be published alongside an updated Monetary Policy Report.
Here is the interest rate statement:

Bank of Canada increases policy interest rate by 75 basis points, continues quantitative tightening

The Bank of Canada today increased its target for the overnight rate to 3¼%, with the Bank Rate at 3½% and the deposit rate at 3¼%. The Bank is also continuing its policy of quantitative tightening.

The global and Canadian economies are evolving broadly in line with the Bank’s July projection. The effects of COVID-19 outbreaks, ongoing supply disruptions, and the war in Ukraine continue to dampen growth and boost prices.

Global inflation remains high and measures of core inflation are moving up in most countries. In response, central banks around the world continue to tighten monetary policy. Economic activity in the United States has moderated, although the US labour market remains tight. China is facing ongoing challenges from COVID shutdowns. Commodity prices have been volatile: oil, wheat and lumber prices have moderated while natural gas prices have risen.

In Canada, CPI inflation eased in July to 7.6% from 8.1% because of a drop in gasoline prices. However, inflation excluding gasoline increased and data indicate a further broadening of price pressures, particularly in services. The Bank’s core measures of inflation continued to move up, ranging from 5% to 5.5% in July. Surveys suggest that short-term inflation expectations remain high. The longer this continues, the greater the risk that elevated inflation becomes entrenched.

The Canadian economy continues to operate in excess demand and labour markets remain tight. Canada’s GDP grew by 3.3% in the second quarter. While this was somewhat weaker than the Bank had projected, indicators of domestic demand were very strong – consumption grew by about 9½% and business investment was up by close to 12%. With higher mortgage rates, the housing market is pulling back as anticipated, following unsustainable growth during the pandemic. The Bank continues to expect the economy to moderate in the second half of this year, as global demand weakens and tighter monetary policy here in Canada begins to bring demand more in line with supply.

Given the outlook for inflation, the Governing Council still judges that the policy interest rate will need to rise further. Quantitative tightening is complementing increases in the policy rate. As the effects of tighter monetary policy work through the economy, we will be assessing how much higher interest rates need to go to return inflation to target. The Governing Council remains resolute in its commitment to price stability and will continue to take action as required to achieve the 2% inflation target.

Information note

The next scheduled date for announcing the overnight rate target is October 26, 2022. The Bank will publish its next full outlook for the economy and inflation, including risks to the projection, in the MPR at the same time.
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